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Abstract

Engineering design has transformed significantly due to advances in embedded system design and computer technologies. Almost every mechanical design today has some electrical and electronic components. Many products manufactured today contain both electrical and mechanical components and systems. Mechatronics is a design process that is multi-disciplinary in nature and integrates principles of many engineering disciplines including, but not limited to, mechanical engineering and mechanical engineering technology, electrical engineering and electrical engineering technology, and controls engineering. Mechatronic systems can be found in many different places today. These range from computer hard drives and robotic assembly systems, to washing machines, coffee makers, printers, and medical devices, as well as to various advanced manufacturing machines and devices that are numerically controlled, such as additive manufacturing machines, rapid prototyping machines and multi-axis CNC machines. The main purpose for integrating a mechatronics themed activity into a computer-modeling course is to engage students in project-based learning through hands-on activities related to modeling a mechatronic device. Students learn the basics of electromechanical systems, the integration of machine elements (gear reducer) and the basics of actuators (electrical motor), all of which are fundamental to understanding mechatronic systems through activities related to the mechatronic design principles. Hence, engineering design for mechanical engineers and mechanical engineering technologists have to involve embedded multi-disciplinary knowledge with the understanding of both mechanical and electrical systems. This paper will focus on presenting the use of modeling as a vehicle to teaching more complex engineering concepts, such as gears, linkage analysis, animation and the solid modelling course content.

Introduction

A large number of products manufactured today contain both electrical and mechanical components and systems. Mechatronics is a design process that is multi-disciplinary in nature and integrates principles of many engineering disciplines including, but not limited to, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, and controls engineering. Mechatronic systems can be found in many different places today. These range from computer hard drives and robotic assembly systems to washing machines, coffee makers, printers, and medical devices. They can be identified as electronics and consumer durables, vehicle systems, communication systems, on-board control systems, biomedical instrumentation, office equipment, industrial machinery and equipment, large-scale transportation, and equipment. Hence, design and manufacturing engineering of such products requires multidisciplinary skills. Students from mechanical engineering technology programs need to understand the basics of electromechanical systems, sensors and actuators, all of which are fundamental to understanding mechatronic systems. In this way, they are better prepared for their future careers in which they will need to collaborate with engineers from different disciplines, such as electrical, electronics, and computer programming and development. The project “Parametric Assembly Design,” presented in this study, is part of a greater initiative at Mechanical Engineering Technology program at Department of Engineering Technology at Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia, which
focuses on the development of new courses in the area of mechatronics systems design. Two courses were developed in the last three years, to include: Introduction to Mechatronics and Mechatronics System Design. In addition, the Computer Integrated Manufacturing course has been redesigned to include more information about mechatronics systems in manufacturing. The main idea is to enable mechanical engineering technology students with additional courses that are focused on a multidisciplinary perspective, such as mechatronics. In addition, various senior design projects increased design, manufacture, and assembly of some sort of mechatronic system. The project presented in this paper is following the same thread, embedding mechatronics design methodology in a computer solid modeling course. Students get pre-exposed to gears, mechanisms, and electrical motor – drive gear coupling. In this way, they get some basic understanding of how electrical elements, such as electrical motor, can have influence on purely mechanical elements – a gear reduction system.

**Project Based Learning Activity Description**

The main task in this project was to model all necessary parts, select standard parts from the standard parts database in the Computer Aided Design (CAD), assemble all components, and animate the main assembly of a robotic kit. Students had two possible data sources for their final project: one from the textbook, which included the majority of the parts, and one from the kit, which included a small autonomous robot. The kit for this project is a four legged walking type of mechanism: a “mechanical tiger”. The Mechanical tiger assembly, shown in Figure 1, is a part of the Robocraft Series, which consists mainly of robots with mechanical and unique movement realized via motor. The CAD modeling software used in this class was Autodesk’s Inventor. The main purpose of integrating this activity into this course was to engage students in project-based learning (PBL) through hands-on activities related to modeling of an electromechanical (mechatronic) device. Every assignment in this course was a part of the final project, as the majority of parts students were modeling are integrated in the final assembly.

![TAMIYA® Robot Kit - Mechanical Tiger: a) assembled and b) parts in the kit](image)

This robotic kit series includes a transparent plastic body and a transparent plastic gearbox, which enables visual access to the gearbox and its related mechanical functioning. Tools are supplied within the kit for easy assembly of all necessary screws and snap-lock parts. The mechanical tiger kit can be ordered with the textbook from the bookstore. Power from the electrical motor is transferred to the legs via crank plates to make the tiger walk. There are two available gear ratios joined with four different strides. In this way eight different speeds can be
adjusted. There is a reverse switch on the tiger that allows for a backward movement. The bill of materials for mechanical tiger parts is given in the Figure 2.

Figure 2: TAMIYA® Robot Kit - Mechanical Tiger part list

Not all of the parts shown need to be modeled. The parts that are not modeled are the standard parts. Autodesk’s Inventor has the database of standard parts available with the academic software version named “Content Center.” However, saving and using these standard parts needs other skills related to the CAD project file management, such as retrieving files from the Content Center and saving them to the appropriate assembly file folder. The free student version of software does not include such a database, so this has to be done in the lab.

Mechatronics Design Approach Integration into Computer Solid Modeling Instruction

The overall focus of this project was to create a project-based learning environment that would have multiple layers of instruction. The overarching learning objective is teaching students how to design parts, assemblies, and drawings in 3D in one commercially available software package. Other important objectives that were integrated in this class include: understanding mechatronic and electro-mechanical systems by example of one autonomous robot kit, the mechanical tiger. Students were able to make an animation of the tiger robot by integrating a motion from the electrical motor to the motion of gear redactor in a tiger box. This was done by using the polar coordinate system, an axis which both electrical motor and a gear share, as well as by defining an assembly parameter between two planes – one plane at the electrical motor and one plane on a gear. This angle constrain is important for animation. It is a variable that represents degrees of freedom by which the whole motion is controlled. This
understanding serves as a good basis of how the industrial robots are controlled. They have various degrees of freedom and various electrical motors enabling motion to their linkages. Understanding of polar coordinate systems, and how to define animation in mechanical CAD, is the basis for good understanding of the dynamic structure of a mechatronic system. In addition, creation of linkage analysis in mathematical modeling software GeoGebra provides students with a dynamic nature of electromechanical systems and mechatronics. Points on moving linkages and components are not static. Their coordinates are necessary for further control of electro-mechanical and mechatronics systems. Therefore, knowing how to create a dynamic 3D model (animation) is beneficial for future analysis in many ways. Engineers can get important information about collision, location of components during use, and more. Figure 3 shows the elements of the mechatronic design approach that were covered in this class through this project-based learning activity through the computer solid modelling experience.

![Figure 3: Mechatronics design approach integration into Computer Solid Modeling](image)

The core skill development given to students through this project was computer solid modeling. This project included various other layers of instruction, such as mechatronics; gears, standard parts, planar linkage mechanisms, animation, and design verification (Figure 4).

![Figure 4: Different facets of instructions of computer solid modelling with mechatronics methodology](image)
Gears are one of the most important machine elements. At Universities A and B, machine elements are not taken in the freshman year because they require successfully completed courses such as Statics, Strength of Materials, and Calculus I. In this project students get exposed to different parameters that are needed for a gear design and they are required to model six different gears. An example of gears submitted by students is given in Figure 5.

![Gears](image)

Figure 5: Example gears submitted by students (G2 – left, G3 – right)

Standard parts are the parts that can be purchased and do not need to be modeled. Students learned how to generate standard parts from a catalog (Content Center) in CAD software used in this project (Autodesk’s Inventor). They were required to select appropriate standard sizes from given family trees, as shown in Figure 6.

![Standard parts](image)

Figure 6: Examples of standard parts used in this assembly submitted by students

Mechanisms are another topic that is important for the design of mechatronics systems. Approximately two weeks of this course were focused on learning about the basic type of planar four-bar linkage mechanisms. In addition to CAD software, students were required to learn how to create simulation of various mechanisms in open-source software, GeoGebra. They constructed planar four-bar linkage and created animations to analyze movements of links for every given degree of freedom. During a two-week period, students created leg linkages of the mechanical tiger design and the mechanism of the overall mechanical tiger, as shown in Figure 7. They had various other examples of mechanisms, such as Jansen and Klann Mechanisms.
Animation is another topic that was part of the visualization necessary to understand how the virtual model works in the digital environment. Students learned how to animate the tiger mechanism in the final project and see how the tiger would move. In this way, students learned one other form of engineering communication – animation. A snapshot of one of the submitted animations and its driving relation between two planes (one at electrical motor and another at the driving gear) is given in Figure 8.

Verification was achieved by using the assembled Mechanical Tiger Robotic kit as physical verification to compare the 3D model in the CAD software and its animation. A snapshot of one of the student’s submitted videos of the assembled tiger kit is given in Figure 9.
Online Training Materials for Solid Modeling Course

Supplemental learning materials were created for students during the fall 2013 semester at University A. The YouTube channel included 14 videos in which the professor showed students modeling strategies for modeling the first 13 parts. University B students, enrolled in the fall 2014, had access to this YouTube channel and were given high-resolution videos through an online learning platform. All video materials contained sufficient help, and were actively used by the University B instructor, since it was her first time to teach this class in this CAD software. A snapshot of one tutorial is given in Figure 10.
Project Implementation

The project presented in this paper was first implemented in a course named Computer Solid Modeling during a Mechanical Engineering Technology program in the fall 2013 at Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia. A similar project under the same name, and with analogous course objectives, was taught during several semesters, starting in the fall 2014, also in the Mechanical Engineering Technology program at Purdue University, Columbus, Indiana. The official course description at Old Dominion University is: “A treatment of modern 3-D parametric solid modeling techniques including introduction of the software utilized sketching, parts and assembly creation techniques, orthographic views extraction and manufacturing drawing generation. Presentations include exploded views and animation.” This course is the second engineering graphic course in the freshman year curriculum in the Mechanical Engineering Technology program. All students who are enrolled in the Mechanical Engineering Technology program are required to take this course. It usually has two sessions, each of which has around thirty students per semester. The official course description at Purdue University is: “This course is an introduction to the graphic language used to communicate design ideas using CAD. Topics include sketching, multi-view drawings, auxiliary views, pictorial views, working drawings, dimensioning practices, and section views.” At Purdue University this course is listed under the Computer Graphics Technology department and named “Introduction to Autodesk Inventor”. The course is required for all Engineering Technology students.

During the course at Old Dominion University, students went over hands-on activities, mostly modeling their parts during the scheduled class time. For Purdue University students, all work had to be completed individually, as well. On the first week of the semester, before starting to work on computers in CAD software, all students were required to manually assemble the Tiger Kit. Students had to show proof that their tigers were able to move. This manual assembly activity was very beneficial, providing visual help and guidance for how the same parts would work in Autodesk Inventor. This prepared them for the final project. The project was organized in a scaffolding way, with everything done during the semester included in the final project and the final assembly and mechanism. Students were required to submit all their parts in the Inventor project folder with all necessary files and as PDF files through the online learning platform, Blackboard. They were required to upload these files as a reply to the instructor’s assignment, posted in the online learning platform. They were allowed to submit multiple submissions. In this way, they could keep all their work in the online learning platform and keep track of their revisions. They were expected to learn how to use the online learning environment and be accountable for their files throughout the semester. Their files would be stored securely in a Blackboard environment. They could access them from any location on or off campus, and not only from the classroom or their Google Drive space. In previous courses, instructors would always find at least one USB during the week. In this way, the online learning environment was also used as file storage, as well as a review mechanism for the professor. They turned in all their homework as compressed folders with all project files, assembly files, part files, related images, video files and PDFs. In addition, the professor could focus on grading things that were not visible through printed drawings, such as good constraining practices (fully or not fully constrained sketches), modeling strategies, and model correctness (by adding material and checking the mass). Another benefit of this kind of submission was to reduce the number of pages printed by students, since there is a printing fee associated with university printers.
In the previous course design, students had separate parts through the whole course and a final project that included a completely separate assembly. They did not have a physical assembly kit included and they did not have lectures about gears and mechanisms included in the curriculum. Although perceived as an easy course, there were various students who would take this course multiple times because they had trouble in keeping up with part modeling. Some of them commented that in this kind of course structure, when they could see where the part they are currently working fits in the larger scale, they were more motivated to complete the course.

Conclusion

The main purpose of this project is to engage students in project-based learning through hands-on activities related to the Computer Solid Modeling of an assembly of a minimum of ten components; in this case seventy-four. The best way to learn engineering graphics concepts and standards is through their application on actual problems, similar to the ones encountered in engineering practice. In this way, students learn the basic rules of assembly modeling, bills of materials, and exploded views, all of which are fundamental to understanding mechanical systems. This project focused on the following outcomes: to develop fully constrained sketches; to learn how to model parts and develop engineering drawings for manufacturing; to present designs by creating new presentation files, create exploded assembly views; and to create assembly drawings, generate bills of materials, create and edit parts list, and create balloons. Hence, using geometric models in this project goes beyond the modeling. It serves as a ground for an introduction to more complex engineering knowledge, such as gears, linkages and animation. Students in this project learned how to design a mechanism in mathematical simulation software and how to create animation by transferring a motion from an electrical motor to the first gear, then to the second, and so on. In this way, they are getting pre-exposed to the design of electromechanical / mechatronics systems. It is necessary to understand how the electrical system couples to the mechanical one and how it behaves during use to successfully control it.

Future Implications

The Mechanical Tiger Project that was implemented in both Universities showed effectiveness in presenting mechanical, electrical, and computer design sections as a whole process of engineering modeling. In the summer 2015, faculties of Purdue University in the Mechanical Engineering Technology department are planning to present a simplified version of this project to the homeschooled population of middle-school-aged children. This activity will be organized as a summer camp or a seminar, and will teach the students about necessary steps in engineering design. The other target of this summer activity is to attract and introduce homeschooled youth to future engineering careers in State B.
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